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Celebrating a digital milestone, GOVEGAN

NEWS has garnered a whopping 3.5

million subscribers, resonating with over

100 million people globally.

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, August

18, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

vegan landscape witnesses a

monumental platform, GOVEGAN

NEWS, which stands as an authoritative

voice on all facets of veganism. Under

the leadership of CEO Mr. Thao Le

from HIT GROUP Plant-Based Capital,

the platform harnesses the expertise

of Mrs. Marly Winckler, IVU Chair (

International Vegetarian Union ), as the

Top Advisor. Additionally, fortifying its

international reach, Mrs. Shara NG,

Chairman of the Hong Kong Vegan

Association, directs its initiatives as the

GOVEGAN NEWS China Director.

GOVEGAN NEWS By the Numbers:

Celebrating a digital milestone, GOVEGAN NEWS has garnered a whopping 3.5 million

subscribers across prominent platforms - Official Website, Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, and

TikTok, resonating with over 100 million people globally.

Dive into the World of GOVEGAN NEWS:

Vegan News: Delivering real-time updates and compelling stories from the vegan universe.

- Lastest America Vegan News: Real-time updates and stories from the vegan community across

the Americas.

- Lastest Europe Vegan News: Discover the newest vegan trends and events emerging from

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://govegan.news/
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Europe.

- Lastest Latin America Vegan News:

Delve deep into vegan developments

and stories from Latin America.

- Lastest Asia Vegan News: Stay

informed with the latest vegan

movements and updates from Asia.

Vegan Guides: From beginners to

connoisseurs, the Vegan Guides offer a

compass for all.

Vegan Recipes: Experience culinary

masterpieces with curated Vegan

Recipes from around the globe.

Plant-Based News: An exploration into

the transformative potential of plant-

based living.

Animal Ethics: A deep dive into the

moral landscape, emphasizing the

rights and respect deserved by all

creatures.

Environment News: Shining light on the

symbiotic relationship between

veganism and a healthier planet.

Ultimate Vegan Shop: A curated selection of vegan essentials, literature, and lifestyle products

await at GOVEGAN SHOP.

Hire a Vegan Expert: Find industry-leading professionals tailored to your needs via Hire Vegan

Expert.

The dynamic, passionate, and visionary team propelling GOVEGAN NEWS to its pinnacle can be

discovered at Our Team.

Mr. Thao Le, the driving force as CEO, shared, "GOVEGAN NEWS isn't just a platform; it's a

movement that’s touching millions, inspiring change, and fostering a compassionate world."

For media inquiries, collaborations, or exclusive insights, kindly connect through the GOVEGAN

NEWS Agency.

About GOVEGAN NEWS:

https://govegan.news/vegan-guides
https://govegan.news/vegan-recipes


The driving force as CEO,

shared, "GOVEGAN NEWS

isn't just a platform; it's a

movement that’s touching

millions, inspiring change,

and fostering a

compassionate world."”

Mr. Thao Le

GOVEGAN NEWS is not just a digital entity but a global

revolution. As the world transitions to a vegan future,

GOVEGAN NEWS stands at the forefront, enlightening,

educating, and empowering millions.

(Note: This press release can be further tailored to specific

requirements, events, or milestones pertinent to

GOVEGAN NEWS.)
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/650681898

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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